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ABSTRACT

This study uses snow events from the Biogenic Aerosols–Effects on Clouds and Climate (BAECC) 2014

campaign to investigate the connection between properties of snow and radar observations. The general hy-

drodynamic theory is applied to video-disdrometer measurements to retrieve masses of falling ice particles.

Errors associatedwith the observation geometry and themeasured particle size distribution (PSD) are addressed

by devising a simple correction procedure. The value of the correction factor is determined by comparison of the

retrieved precipitation accumulation with weighing-gauge measurements. Derived mass–dimensional relations

are represented in the power-law formm5 amD
bm. It is shown that the retrieved prefactor am and exponent bm

react to changes in prevailing microphysical processes. From the derivedmicrophysical properties, event-specific

relations between the equivalent reflectivity factor Ze and snowfall precipitation rate S (Ze 5 azsS
bzs ) are de-

termined. For the studied events, the prefactor of theZe–S relation varied between 53 and 782 and the exponent

was in the range of 1.19–1.61. The dependence of the factors azs and bzs on the m(D) relation and PSD are

investigated. The exponent of the Ze–S relation mainly depends on the exponent of them(D) relation, whereas

the prefactor azs depends on both the intercept parameterN0 of the PSDand the prefactors of them(D) and y(D)

relations. Changes in azs for a given N0 are shown to be linked to changes in liquid water path, which can be

considered to be a proxy for degree of riming.

1. Introduction

Natural variability of physical characteristics of ice

particles is large (Magono and Nakamura 1965). Particle

properties are driven by various growth processes, that

is, diffusional growth, riming, and aggregation, occurring

separately or simultaneously. As a result, microphysical

properties of snowfall can vary on a temporal scale of a

fewminutes. Therefore the parameterization of a relation

between radar observations and liquid-equivalent snow-

fall rate is challenging and is a topic of continuous interest

since the pioneering studies of, for example, Marshall and

Gunn (1952) and Langille and Thain (1951). Detailed

in situ observations of snowfall microphysics are needed

for validation of physical assumptions used in space-based

(Turk et al. 2011; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2013; Wood

et al. 2015) and ground-based (Gunn and Marshall 1958;

Sekhon and Srivastava 1970; Ohtake and Hemni 1970;

Fujiyoshi et al. 1990; Rasmussen et al. 2003; Huang et al.

2010; Lim et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2015) remote sensing

precipitation retrieval algorithms aswell as for verification

and improvement of microphysical parameterizations

utilized in numerical weather prediction models (e.g.,

Thompson et al. 2004; Harrington et al. 2013; Morrison

and Milbrandt 2015).

In the past, properties of individual particles were

recorded manually (see, e.g., Nakaya and Tereda 1935;

Langleben 1954;Magono andNakamura 1965; Zikmunda

and Vali 1972; Zikmunda 1972; Kajikawa 1972; Locatelli

andHobbs 1974). Because this process is time consuming,

only a limited number of ice particles were typically

sampled. For example, Locatelli andHobbs (1974) report

observations from 9 to 58 samples of each particle type.
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Automatic observations of snowfall using optical dis-

drometers, such as the Particle Video Imager/Particle

Imaging Package (PVI/PIP; Newman et al. 2009), 2D

video disdrometer (2DVD; Kruger and Krajewski 2002;

Schönhuber et al. 2007),HydrometeorVelocity and Shape

Detector (HVSD; Barthazy et al. 2004), Particle Size and

Velocity (Parsivel; Löffler-Mang and Joss 2000; Löffler-
Mang and Blahak 2001), or Multi-Angle Snowflake

Camera (MASC; Garrett et al. 2012), offer a possibility to

document properties of ice particles continuously and on

temporal scales starting from a few minutes to covering

whole snow storms. These observations typically include

particle size, fall velocity, particle size distribution (PSD),

and some description of a particle shape. The size and

shape of a particle are defined from 2D images on a single

projection plane (e.g., by PVI/PIP and HVSD), or on two

orthogonal planes (e.g., by 2DVD), or on three planes

separated by 368 (e.g., by MASC). To retrieve masses of

falling snow particles from such measurements, for

example, the mass–dimensional relation m(D), three

methods have been applied in the past (Heymsfield et al.

2004). First, data from an optical disdrometer are com-

bined with observations from other instruments (e.g.,

Muramoto et al. 1995; Heymsfield et al. 2004; Brandes

et al. 2007; Huang et al. 2010;Wood et al. 2014; Tiira et al.

2016). Second, the general hydrodynamic theory (Böhm
1989) can be used in connecting particle terminal velocity

and shape (e.g., Hanesch 1999; Szyrmer and Zawadzki

2010; Huang et al. 2015). The third method is applicable

for single ice crystals with regular geometrical structure,

where mass can be estimated from the projected cross-

sectional area (Heymsfield et al. 2004). All methods are

well represented in the literature. Muramoto et al. (1995)

defined the density–dimensional relation by combining

side-viewing camera images of snow particles with the

weight of the ensemble of particles measured on an elec-

tronic balance. Heymsfield et al. (2004) analyzed PSD

measured with airborne particle spectrometers simulta-

neously with direct measurements of ice water content in

deriving the m(D) relations. Brandes et al. (2007) com-

bined the PSD and velocity measured with 2DVD and

weighing-gauge-measured liquid water equivalent (LWE)

accumulation. In a similar way, Tiira et al. (2016) merged

measurements of PIP and gauges to retrieve a relation

between ensemblemean snowdensity and particlemedian

volume diameter. Huang et al. (2010) have minimized the

difference between equivalent reflectivity factormeasured

by a C-band weather radar and derived from the 2DVD

observations of PSD by adjusting three parameters:

coefficients of density–dimensional relation and an

adjustment parameter for correcting wind-induced er-

rors in PSD measurements. As a result they have de-

rived density–dimensional relations for 11 snowfall

periods. Wood et al. (2014) have constructed a Bayesian

optimal estimation retrieval process, to jointly derivem(D)

relations and horizontally projected area–dimensional

A(D) relations by constraining the optimization using

equivalent radar reflectivity factor, PSD, snowfall rate,

and velocity–dimensional [y(D)] observations.

In this study the focus is on obtaining automatic and

reliable measurements of y(D) and retrievals of m(D)

relations on temporal scales of few minutes to verify

microphysical processes observed using remote sensing

instruments. The dimension D in the relations is the

maximum diameter from a single projection. The pro-

posed retrieval procedure is applied to 10 snow events

recorded during the Biogenic Aerosols–Effects on

Clouds and Climate (BAECC) 2014 campaign (Petäjä
et al. 2016). The main instrument used in this study is the

video disdrometer PIP (Tiira et al. 2016; Newman et al.

2009). The mass of ice particles is retrieved using hydro-

dynamic theory (Böhm 1989; Mitchell and Heymsfield

2005; Khvorostyanov and Curry 2002, 2005). Given the

uncertainty of determining ice particle shapes from single-

plane images (Wood et al. 2013), an estimate of the dif-

ference between the observed and true particle dimensions

is proposed. Also, sampling limitations of PSD are con-

sidered together with the particle-dimension adjustment

in a simple correction procedure. This method adjusts the

estimate of particle mass such that the retrieved pre-

cipitation accumulation from PIP matches observations

from the weighing gauge.

Given the derived relations of y(D) and m(D) and the

measured PSD, the precipitation rate S and equivalent

reflectivity factor Ze are determined. For each of the

studied snow events, the Ze–S relation in power-law for-

matZe5 azsS
bzs is found. These relations are then applied

to weather-radar measurements from the Finnish Mete-

orological Institute (FMI) Ikaalinen site (Saltikoff et al.

2010) and are compared with the gauges in the vicinity of

the radar. The dependence of the Ze–S factors on m(D)

relation and PSD is investigated. Also the connection

between measured liquid water path (LWP) and changes

in prefactor azs for a given N0 (intercept parameter of

PSD) are shown.

2. Measurement site and instruments

a. Measurement site

The PIP and two OTT Hydromet GmbH Pluvio2

weighing gauges are used in this study. These instru-

ments are deployed at the measurement site as a part of

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) Global Precipitation Measurement ground

validation (GPMGV) program. In January of 2014 they
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were installed at the University of Helsinki Hyytiälä
Forestry Field Station in southern Finland (61.8458N,

24.2878E; above 150mMSL) and were used also during

the snowfall intensive observation period (IOP) of the

BAECC field campaign snowfall measurement exper-

iment (SNEX) from 1 February through 30 April 2014

(Petäjä et al. 2016). BAECC is a joint effort among the

University of Helsinki, the Finnish Meteorological In-

stitute, and the U.S. Department of Energy Atmo-

spheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program. The

IOP, known as BAECC SNEX, focused on micro-

physical observations of snow, and the measurement

setup was designed while considering the challenges of

snowfall measurements (Rasmussen et al. 2012). The

instruments were placed in the middle of a forest

clearing sheltered by the surrounding trees, with the

closest trees located at about 20-m distance. The wind

effects were studied by deploying part of the instru-

mentation inside the wind fence similar to World Me-

teorological Organization standard ‘‘double fence

intercomparison reference’’ (DFIR) wind protection

(Goodison et al. 1998) and duplicating the measure-

ment setup outside the fence. The wind conditions were

measured with 3D anemometers at the height of the

instruments both inside the DFIR fence and outside on

the field.

b. Instruments

1) PARTICLE IMAGING PACKAGE

The video disdrometer known as PIP is the successor

of PVI (Newman et al. 2009), with a higher frame rate

(380 frames per second) and with a new particle-tracking

software enabling measurements of particle fall veloci-

ties. The measurement principle is the same—the 2D

grayscale video images are recorded as particles fall be-

tween a light source and a charge-coupled-device camera.

Because of the high frame rate, multiple observations of

a single particle are recorded, and the fall velocity is

retrieved. The distance between the lamp and the camera

is ;2m. The field of view (48mm 3 64mm) of PIP is

larger than that of its predecessor, and pixel size

is 0.1mm 3 0.1mm. The detection algorithm in PIP is

similar to that of PVI (Newman et al. 2009). In the current

algorithm, particles that are smaller than 14 pixels are

rejected, effectively meaning that particles smaller

than a disk-equivalent diameterDdeq of approximately

0.2mm are not observed, Ddeq being the diameter of a

disk with the same area of the particle image. The

measurement volume of PIP is defined by the field of

view and the depth of field. Particles that fall partly

outside the volume are excluded. The standard error in

observed particle size has been estimated to be 18%

(Newman et al. 2009). The measurement volume of

PVI/PIP is not enclosed. Therefore, in calm to mod-

erate wind conditions the expected effects of the in-

strument on measurements of particle PSD (Ne�spor

et al. 2000) are minimal.

The 1-min PSD of the recorded particles is given as a

function of Ddeq. Data used in the study are recorded

and analyzed with PIP software release 1308. In this

software version, the measured Ddeqs are divided into

105 bins (with center ranging from 0.125 to 25.875mm),

and one bin is for all particles larger than 25.875mm.

Velocity observations are also given as a function of

Ddeq. If there are fewer than three measurements of the

particle or the velocity value is less than 0.5m s21, then

the particle is excluded from analysis. The fall velocity

threshold of 0.5m s21 is set in the software version

1308; it is removed from later versions. The threshold

limits the detection of small particles (approximately

at Ddeq , 0.20mm) and affects the measured PSD.

The induced error in precipitation rate because of the

small particle truncation in PSD is discussed later on in

section 3c.

The particle-shape data are processed with National

Instruments Corporation ‘‘IMAQ’’ (image acquisi-

tion) software. The preselected output from IMAQ

retrievals include in addition to Ddeq, for example,

total area as an area of shadowed pixels Atot,

bounding-box dimensions, and particle orientation

with respect to the horizontal axis. An ellipse, with a

major diameter Dmaj and a minor diameter Dmin, is

fitted inside a given bounding box with a given ori-

entation. A schematic image of fitting is shown in

Fig. 1d, whereW describes the maximum width andH

is the maximum height. Note that the major diameter

Dmax 5 Dmaj and minor diameter Dmin are not nec-

essarily defining a circumscribing ellipse; some parts

of a particle could lie outside the ellipse boundary.

Because of this, the area ratio Ar that is used in this

study is defined as the measured total area of a particle

divided by the area of a circumscribing circle, that is,

Ar 5 Atot/(pD
2
max/4), and is limited to be smaller than

or equal to 1. Given that each particle is observed

several times, for every particle, mean values of the

multiple observations of Ddeq, fall velocity y, total

area Atot, and both minor Dmin and major Dmaj di-

ameters are calculated. As an exception, the largest

observed dimension Dmax of a particle, which is used

in the m(D)-relations retrieval, is defined as the

maximum value of the observedDmaj values. For each

studied snow event, the linear ratio between the ob-

served Dmax and the Ddeq is determined; the scale

factors of the linear relations were deviating among

1.20–1.51, and the mean value was 1.38. The scale
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factors are used to convertDdeq to observedDmax. The

conversion of the observed Dmax to a proxy of a true

Dmax is discussed in section 3b.

2) PRECIPITATION GAUGES

In addition to PIP, two weighing gauges are located at

the Hyytiälä measurement site (Petäjä et al. 2016). The

OTT Pluvio2 200, with an orifice of 200 cm2, is located on

the platform inside the double wind fence; in addition,

the gauge has a Tretyakov wind shield. The Pluvio2 400,

with an orifice of 400 cm2, is placed on the field about

20m from the double wind fence and from PIP. It has

both Tretyakov and Alter wind shields. The Pluvio2 200

is another ground-based precipitation instrument that is

used in the study because it is expected to have less

precipitation undercatchment. It was, however, ob-

served (Tiira et al. 2016) that the discrepancy between

gauge precipitation accumulation observations is not

large; it varies between 1% and 15%. In this study the

instrument output of the measured filtered bucket con-

tent in millimeters is used; it is recorded every minute

and is accumulated over 5-min time periods.

The precipitation gauges of the FMI automatic

weather stations are used in the validation of radar-

based precipitation estimates. These gauges are also

OTT Pluvio2 400models. The gauges are sheltered with

Alter wind shields, and sensor orifices are set at 1.5m

above ground level.

3) DUAL-POLARIZATION DOPPLER WEATHER

RADAR

TheFMIoperational dual-polarizationDopplerweather

radar employed in this study is located in Ikaalinen, ap-

proximately 64km west from Hyytiälä. It is performing

plan position indicator (PPI) scans at the lowest elevation

angle of 0.38 every 5min. The operating frequency is

5.5GHz, with a beamwidth of 18. The minimum detect-

able Ze is 248dBZ at 1-km range (Saltikoff et al. 2010).

To compare the radar-based estimations of accumulated

LWE with the gauge measurements, the derived Ze–S

relations are applied to the PPI scans. Because the lowest

elevation angle is utilized, clutter and beam blockages

cause loss in the signal in some areas. These losses are

examined with a stationary statistical ground-clutter map

FIG. 1. Schematic image describing the projection of the video disdrometer and the used dimensions.

(a) Schematic image of snowflake and (b) plane projection in side view (x–z) of the particle with Ddeq and Dmax.

(c) Snowflake modeled as ellipsoid with axes a, b, and c, and (d) plane projection in side view of the ellipsoid with

definitions of the fitted ellipse Dmaj and Dmin and the maximum width W and height H.
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(Lakshmanan et al. 2012). The clutter map is defined

from clear-air echoes during the time period of 1 De-

cember 2014–1 February 2015. With the threshold value

set for observing persistent echo over25dBormore than

60% of the time for the elevation angle of 0.38, the area

surrounding the Ikaalinen radar over a distance of ap-

proximately 20km is partly contaminated with ground

clutter, and the wind farm northwest from the Ikaalinen

radar is very clearly seen. Also, in examining the snow-

accumulation periods of the BAECC campaign, the

partial beam blockages can be identified to the five azi-

muthal directions. When comparing the radar-estimated

and gauge-measured LWE accumulations, none of the

selected FMI operational gauges is located in the di-

rection of the partial beam blockages, nor are they at

locations of the clutter-contaminated radar bins. There-

fore, the snowfall-rate values are not expected to have

errors because of the clutter, but these can be seen as

artifacts in the accumulation maps.

4) TWO-CHANNEL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER

Observations of the LWP (Cadeddu 2014) that are

retrieved from the ARM second ARM mobile facility

(AMF2) two-channel microwave radiometer (MWR)

measurements are utilized in this study as a proxy for

riming. The MWR is located on the instrumentation

field 20m away from PIP.

3. Methods to derive m(D) and Ze(S) relations

a. The mass derived with hydrodynamic theory

A hydrometeor falling at the terminal velocity in still

air can be considered to be a particle moving through a

fluid. In this case, the equation of motion is determined

from equilibrium of forces acting on the particle, that is,

drag, buoyancy, and gravity. Böhm (1989) applied the

boundary layer theory (List and Schemenauer 1971;

Abraham 1970) and defined a semiempirical dependence

between theReynolds numberRe and the Best numberX

to describe the terminal fall velocity of a hydrometeor

as a function of its mass and area projected to the airflow.

This method, or a variation of it, is widely used either to

retrieve the terminal fall velocity or, inversely, to retrieve

the mass of hydrometeors (e.g., Mitchell 1996; Hanesch

1999; Khvorostyanov and Curry 2002, 2005; Mitchell and

Heymsfield 2005; Heymsfield and Westbrook 2010;

Szyrmer and Zawadzki 2010; Wood et al. 2014; Huang

et al. 2015). The Reynolds number can be stated as

R
e
5

d20
4

 
11

4X1/2

d20C
1/2
0

!1/2

2 1

2
4

3
5
2

, (1)

or, vice versa, the Best number can be written as

X5

 
d20C

1/2
0

4

("
(4R

e
)1/2

d
0

1 1

#2
2 1

)!2

, (2)

where the heuristic coefficients are the boundary layer

thickness d0 5 5.83 and the pressure drag coefficient

C0 5 0.6 (Böhm 1989). The Best number by definition is

X 5 CdR
2
e (Pruppacher and Klett 1997) and can be ex-

pressed without dependence on fall velocity as, for ex-

ample (Mitchell 1996),

X5
2mgr

a
D2

c

h2A
e

, (3)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, m is the par-

ticle mass, ra is the air density, Dc is the characteristic

length of a particle, h is the dynamic viscosity, and Ae is

the true effective particle area (containing only area of

the ice parts) normal to the flow.

The particle mass can be estimated by first computing

the Reynolds number

R
e
5 yDcra/h , (4)

where y is the measured particle terminal fall velocity.

Then by substituting Re into Eq. (2) and obtaining the

Best number X and solving for mass from Eq. (3)

m5
ph2X

8gr
a

�
A

e

A?

�1/4

, (5)

where it is assumed that the drag coefficient of a snow

particle Cde is related to the drag coefficient of an

equivalent disk Cd as (Böhm 1989)

C
de
/C

d
5 (A?/Ae

)3/4 , (6)

with A? as the circumscribed area normal to the flow.

Böhm (1989) defines A? as the area of the smallest

circle or ellipse, which contains all of the Ae. Often, as

in this study, Dc is described as the maximum dimen-

sion in Eq. (4) and the circumscribing circle area is

described as A? (Mitchell 1996; Khvorostyanov and

Curry 2005; Mitchell and Heymsfield 2005; Heymsfield

and Westbrook 2010; Szyrmer and Zawadzki 2010).

Nevertheless, PIP observes particles from a side, not

normal to the flow, as discussed in more detail in

section 3b.

Mitchell and Heymsfield (2005) modified the original

derivation of the Re(X) relation Eq. (1) to improve es-

timates of fall velocities for aggregates,

R
e
5

d20
4

 
11

4X1/2

d20C
1/2
0

!1/2

2 1

2
4

3
5
2

2 a
0
Xb0 , (7)
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where the second term accounts for the dilation of the

boundary layer thickness and increase of effective area

projected to the flow, with coefficients a05 1.73 1023 and

b05 0.8. Szyrmer and Zawadzki (2010) derived an eighth-

order polynomial fit for proposed relations of X(Re) of

Mitchell and Heymsfield (2005) and Khvorostyanov and

Curry (2005). The two polynomial fits and the first version

from Böhm (1989) without turbulence correction are im-

plemented in this study. The derivedm(D) relations using

different methods are compared by estimating accumu-

latedLWEfor each event (an example figure of the version

differences is shown in Fig. 2a). The differences are small,

deviating between 20.2% and 9.1%. Because all three

methods produce similar results, the version presented by

Mitchell and Heymsfield (2005) is utilized in this study.

b. Estimating uncertainty in particle dimensions

All of the ground-based disdrometers observe falling

particles from the side. For the hydrodynamic calculations,

the particle dimensions projected to the flow are needed.

There are two aspects of the viewing geometry that

need to be addressed before particle masses can be

retrieved. First, the particle dimensions estimated from

one projection are not necessarily identical to the true

dimensions. Second, a relation between a particle area

observed from the side and one needed for the mass

retrieval has to be established.

To study a relation between observed and true

particle dimensions, an approach similar to that of

Wood et al. (2013) and Tiira et al. (2016) has been

adopted. The idealized shape of an ellipsoid is used to

determine the correction factor between the observed

maximum diameter Dmax,obs and a true maximum di-

ameter Dmax,true. The ellipsoid is described by three

axes, and the axes are shown in Fig. 1c. Because the ob-

served dimensions depend on particle orientation, ellip-

soid orientations followed those of snowflakes, that is, a

uniform distribution of azimuth angles and a Gaussian

distribution of canting angles with a standard deviation

of 98 as suggested by Matrosov et al. (2005). The values

of assumed aspect ratios are given in Fig. 3. For each

set of aspect ratios, Dmax,obs defined on a single pro-

jection plane (X–Z) is calculated and is averaged over

all orientations (;87000). The results of these calcula-

tions are shown in Fig. 3 and are in line with the findings

of Wood et al. (2013). The ratio linking Dmax,obs and

Dmax,true dependsmore on the horizontal aspect ratio (b/a)

than on the vertical aspect ratio (c/a). The ratios have

also been computed with a larger standard deviation up

to 398 (Garrett et al. 2015), and the changes to the re-

sults obtained with the standard deviation of 98, are
hardly noticeable. Hence it can be concluded that the

FIG. 2. An example of the sensitivity of the accumulated estimate

of LWE to (a) selected versions of the hydrodynamic theory and

(b) selected correction of Dmax,obs with respect to Dmax,true.

FIG. 3. The ratio of maximum observed diameter from the side

with respect to the truemaximumdiameter computed by averaging

projections of a rotating ellipsoid with axes defined in Fig. 1c.
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ratio is more sensitive to the particle shape than to the

canting angle (Wood et al. 2013).

An example of the sensitivity of the mass estimate to

the particle dimension correction is depicted in Fig. 2b.

The diameterDmax,obs in Eq. (4) is converted toDmax,true

with a single ratio value for the whole event. The chosen

correction has a larger effect on the mass estimate than

the different methods of the hydrodynamic theory. Here

the used maximum correction increases the observed

diameters by 42% (ratio value of 0.7), and this can lead

to variations of up to 102% in the estimated accumu-

lated LWE depending on the snowfall case.

In this study, the adopted correction is applied toEq. (4)

by multiplying the diameter and the value is determined

by comparing estimated accumulated LWE with gauge-

measured accumulation. There is also another limitation,

which is caused by the viewing geometry and can be

attributed to the selected correction value. Here it is

assumed that the particle porosity is independent of the

viewing angle (Szyrmer and Zawadzki 2010). In the

case of crystals and highly oblate particles, however,

this approximation may not be valid. For these particles,

area ratio normal to flow is significantly higher than that

observed from the side. The effect of area ratio to themass

estimate is stated in Eq. (5). Examining the correction

factor that is based on the ratio of the observed diameter to

the true maximum diameter, by changing the value from

0.82 to 0.70, is equal to an increase of 28% in mass, which

can be reached also by assuming the area ratio of particles

to be closer to 1 in Eq. (5). In another words, in cases in

which the single correction factor is chosen to be 0.7 and is

applied to Eq. (4), and particles seem to be generally more

oblate, the prevailing snow type can be estimated also with

correction factor of 0.82 assuming area ratio of particles to

be close to 1. Both corrections produce the same estimated

accumulated LWE. Therefore, given the observations

used in this study, it is not possible and not really needed to

separate the two limitations of the viewing geometry. A

single correction factor can be used to address both

aspects.

c. Deriving time series of m(D) and Ze–S relations

Time series of PSDparameters,m(D), andZe–S relation

coefficients are retrieved every 5min. This time period is

believed to be short enough to detect changes in the pre-

vailing particle types but sufficiently long to have enough

observations for the retrievals. Before averaging over

5min, the recorded 1-min PSDs are filtered to exclude

spurious measurements of large particles (Tiira et al. 2016;

Leinonen et al. 2012).All parameters derived from PSD

measurements are expressed as functions ofDdeq. The

median volume diameter Ddeq,0 and total particle

concentration NT are calculated on the basis of the

5-min-averaged PSD and estimated using standard

methods (see, e.g., Leinonen et al. 2012). The amount of

particles that are typically observed during the 5-min time

period is around 103, varying from 62 to 31400. It is as-

sumed that in general the sample size is large enough for the

accuracy of moment estimators (Smith and Kliche 2005).

As stated in the section 2b, PIP velocity observations

are given as functions of Ddeq. To be comparable with

other studies, both m(D) and y(D) relations are ex-

pressed as functions of true Dmax. To achieve this, the

disk-equivalent diameter Ddeq is scaled with the event-

specified scaling factor as described in section 2b and

also applying the dimension correction betweenDmax,obs

and Dmax,true. For the sake of simplicity, hereinafter D

stands for our proxy of truemaximumdiameterDmax,true

and the relations are stated as m(D) and y(D).

To derive y(D) relations, a linear-regression fit in log

space is performed, as described in detail in Tiira et al.

(2016). The fitting process is found to be stable if a mini-

mum limit of 30 particle records is chosen. An additional

constraint of limiting the exponent by to be larger than

zero is also added. The mean error of the fits is calculated

from the sum of squared residuals for all of the 5-min fits

of all studied cases to be 0.021ms21, which, with respect to

mean velocity value, is approximately 2%. The mean

standard error of the coefficients for ay is 0.012ms21

(1.5% with respect to mean value of 0.77ms21) and for

by is 0.022 (9% with respect to mean value of 0.25). In the

time periods in for which several particle types with very

different properties are present a single power-law fit may

not necessarily be representative. At this time, no particle

classification is performed, and bulk properties potentially

representing several particle types are derived.

From the velocity observations, time series of m(D)

relation coefficients, assuming that the relation can be

expressed as a power law m(D) 5 amD
bm, are retrieved.

The mass estimate with the unitless correction factor

(explained in section 3b) is computed for all particles

observed during the time period, by applying Eqs. (4)–

(7). The power-law coefficients are derived by per-

forming the linear regression in log scale. In a way that

is similar to that of velocity fits, the mean error of the

fits is calculated from the sum of squared residuals for

all the 5-min fits of all studied cases. The error is esti-

mated to be 9.38 3 1027g and, in percentages related to

mean mass, to be 0.1%. The mean standard error of the

coefficients for am is 0.002g cm2bm (25% with respect to

the mean value of 0.0083g cm2bm), and for bm it is 0.095

(5% with respect to the mean value of 2.11).

The observed PSDs, fitted y(D) relation, and re-

trieved m(D) relation are combined to calculate the

bulk properties such as liquid-equivalent precipitation

rate given in millimeters per hour,
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and precipitation accumulation G in millimeters,
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where the lower limit of the integral dmin is the minimum

observable particle size, which is 0.28mm for the PIPwith

BAECC data, and the upper limit dmax is the maximum

observed dimension. Tiira et al. (2016) have studied

the impact of small-particle PSD truncation on the

precipitation accumulation estimation and found that

it is a function of median volume diameterDdeq,0. For

Ddeq,0 values that are smaller than 1mm, the pre-

cipitation rate will be underestimated by 10%–20%.

For larger Ddeq,0 values, this bias is smaller than 5%.

To derive Ze–S relations, which can be applied to the

measurements from the FMI C-band weather radar,

the equivalent reflectivity factor is computed from the

observed PSD and the retrieved m(D) relations using

the Rayleigh-scattering approximation (Atlas et al. 1953).

The dielectric constant of snowflakes jKsj is computed

by the two-phased Maxwell Garnett mixing formula

of a mixture of ice and air (Sihvola 1999). The mixing

formula provides jKsj as a function of snowflake den-

sity rs as

jK
s
j2 ’ r2s

r2ice
jK

ice
j2

(Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001). The equivalent re-

flectivity factor of spherical particles is given then as

(Battan 1973)
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(10)

where at C band dielectric constant values of ice

jKicej2 5 0.17 and water jKwj2 5 0.93 are used. The

density of ice is rice5 0.917 g cm23. In general at C band

it is assumed that the shape of the particles has little

effect on backscattered reflectivity. For spheroids, the

reflectivity factor can be described as (Bringi and

Chandrasekar 2001)
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where dy is the volume fraction of ice inclusions in snow in

the Maxwell Garnett mixing formula and lz is the de-

polarization factor of the oblate spheroid. For spheres,

lz5 1/3, and thus Eqs. (10) and (11) are equal. For plates,

lz 5 1, which is presenting the highest value for the term

1 2 3lz, and the increase of reflectivity factor will be

around 10%, equal to an increase of 0.4dBZ, when as-

suming dy 5 0.1. Hence the uncertainty in the prefactor of

the Ze–S relation induced from the shape of the snow

particles is smaller than 10%.

4. Results and discussion of the studied snow cases
during BAECC SNEX 2014

Ten snow events that took place during the BAECC

SNEX campaign were selected for this study, and the en-

vironmental conditions are summarized in Table 1. The

winter of 2013/14 was mild. The average temperature

ranged from 248 to 228C, which was approximately 38C
warmer than that of the statistical observation period of

1981–2010 (FMI climateservice 2014). For the majority of

the studied snowfall events, the temperature was

between 248 and 08C with the exception of 31 January–

1 February, on which dates themeasured temperature was

close to 288C. The selected events are restricted to the

time periods forwhich the temperatureswere below08Cas

measured by the ARM surface meteorological station

(Kyrouac and Holdridge 2014). The events for which the

temperatures were just below 08C during the whole event

were rejected because the onset of melting could not be

ruled out. The average and the maximum wind speeds

for each event are derived from the recorded 60-s-average

measurements of a Gill Instruments, Ltd., anemometer

located on the measurement field at a height of 1.2m and

are shown in Table 1. These wind measurements describe

wind conditions at the height of the instruments.

a. The diameter correction factor

For the retrieval of the m(D) relations, the diameter

correction factor has to be computed as described in
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section 3b. The factor for each event is determined by

matching precipitation accumulation measured by the

Pluvio2 200 gauge and calculated from PIP observations.

The diameter correction factor, and therefore the retrieved

m(D), are adjusted until the two accumulationsmatch. The

factor values vary from 0.7 to 0.9. The commonly used

correction value in the majority of the studied cases is 0.82.

This value is close to the mean value of 0.85, which is de-

rived for the ratio between maximum side dimension and

maximum horizontal dimension in Szyrmer and Zawadzki

(2010) for small-sized particles. In contrast, Schmitt and

Heymsfield (2010) obtained 0.77 as an averaged value of

scaling factor between the diameter of the 2D projection

and the maximum dimension of a 3D fractal snowflake.

Note that, as was discussed before, the used correction

factor is not necessarily describing only the differences

between the observed and true diameter but also ad-

dresses the limitations for observing the area ratio. It

was noticed that there is a correlation between the

corresponding correction factor and cloud-top height.

With higher cloud, the applied correction was smaller.

The particle shape seems to be the dominant contributor

to the factor, but truncation of PSD has an influence as

well. As was estimated in section 3c, the left side of the

truncation with small Ddeq,0 can result in underestima-

tion of precipitation rate and thus, in the comparison

with gauge measurements, is compensated for by

assuming a higher correction factor.

FIG. 4. Prefactors of them(D) relation as a function of prefactors of the y(D) relation specified for

each studied snow case in cgs units. The black solid line is the fit for the studied dataset, and the dashed

gray line is the fit from the Szyrmer and Zawadzki (2010) study for comparison.

TABLE 1. Studied snowfall events during IOP SNEX 2014. The accumulated LWE is measured with a Pluvio2 200 instrument, tem-

perature and relative humidity are measured with at an ARM surface meteorological station at the height of 10m, and wind speed is

measured with a Gill anemometer at the height of 1.2m next to the PIP.

Temperature (8C) RH (%) Wind (m s21)

Date (UTC) LWE (mm) Min Max Min Max Mean Max

2100 31 Jan–0600 1 Feb 7.4 29.8 28.9 84 91 1.6 2.9

1000–1600 1 Feb 1.4 27.9 27.0 90 93 1.4 2.3

1600–1900 2 Feb 1.7 25.4 25.2 90 94 1.1 1.7

0400–0900 12 Feb 0.8 21 0 96 98 0.6 2.0

2100 15 Feb–0200 16 Feb 2.6 22.1 21 86 97 1.9 2.7

1600 21 Feb–0330 22 Feb 5.0 22.7 0 88 98 2.1 3.4

0500–0700 15 Mar 0.3 22.0 21.3 93 95 0.7 2.3

0800–1900 18 Mar 4.4 23.8 21.8 76 96 1.2 2.7

0000–2000 19 Mar 1.5 27.3 23.7 76 95 1.2 3.3

1600–2350 20 Mar 6.1 24.3 21.3 89 97 2.0 3.4
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b. The time series of m(D) and y(D) relations

The prefactor values am and ay of 5min for all studied

case are shown in Fig. 4. The cgs units are used. The fit to

the dataset is performed by applying the total least squares

method (Petras andBednarova 2010). For comparison, the

Szyrmer and Zawadzki (2010) relation is also plotted in

Fig. 4. Their fit is based on nine events, assuming the ex-

ponent values to be constants, that is,bm5 2 and by5 0.18.

For low values of am and ay, which represent low-density

aggregates, the retrieved values of this study are aligned

well with the Szyrmer and Zawadzki (2010) relation. The

difference starts to appear as ay increases, indicating the

presence of denser, possibly more rimed, particles. This is

expected because the Szyrmer and Zawadzki (2010) study

is mainly based on observations of low-density aggre-

gates. As was shown in earlier studies (e.g., Barthazy and

Schefold 2006; Garrett and Yuter 2014), although the ef-

fect of riming on a snowflake fall speed is dependent on the

crystal-type composition, riming generally both increases

the value of prefactor ay and modifies the shape of the

dependence described by the exponent by. The cases with

higher values of am and ay (21–22 February and 20March)

have mean LWP values close to 250gm22, and in general

during theBAECCcampaign the dual-channelmicrowave

radiometer detected the presence of liquid water more

than 80%of the time in snowfall (Petäjä et al. 2016); hence
it is expected that the derived prefactor values in this study

are higher. The histograms of exponent values of m(D)

and y(D) relations for all of the cases are shown in Fig. 5.

The mean exponent value of the m(D) relation is 2.11,

which is higher than the mean value of 1.9 found by

Szyrmer and Zawadzki (2010). In other published studies,

the exponent has varied from 1.4 for aggregates of un-

rimed radiating assemblages of dendrites to 3.0 for lump

graupel (Locatelli and Hobbs 1974), and from 1.8 for

needles and columns to 2.3 for side planes (Mitchell et al.

1990). In a theoretical study (Schmitt and Heymsfield

2010) of fractal properties of aggregates, the exponent was

found to vary between 2.0 and 2.3. The exponent of the

y(D) relation has a mean value of 0.25. As a comparison,

the literature values vary from 0.12 for aggregates of un-

rimed side planes to 0.66 for lump graupel (Locatelli and

Hobbs 1974; Barthazy and Schefold 2006).

Themedian values of the prefactors and exponents of the

m(D) and y(D) relations are computed in three different

regions of LWP to illustrate the changes in values between

different particle properties (Table 2). The increased LWP

is considered to be an indicator of riming; hence the first

region represents unrimed particles, the second represents

rimed particles, and the third represents graupel or heavily

rimed type. The time series are computed for an ensemble

of particles that fell during 5-min time intervals; hence

the factor values are not only describing the riming pro-

cesses of a single particle but also possibly changes in the

crystal-type composition. The change from unrimed to

rimed particles can be seen as the increase in am. This

value increases by ;20% if values of unrimed and rimed

particles are compared and by a factor of 5 when unrimed

particles are compared with the graupel. Erfani and

Mitchell (2017) have estimated the ratio between the

prefactors for unrimed and rimed particles to be 2.12,

which falls within the range of our observations.

FIG. 5. Histograms of exponents of the (top) m(D) and (bottom)

y(D) relations.

TABLE 2. The median prefactors and exponents ofm(D) and y(D)

relations in three ranges of LWP (gm22).

0 , ⋯ # 100 100 , ⋯ # 320 .320

am (g cm2bm ) 0.0046 0.0053 0.022

bm 2.1 2.1 2.3

ay (cm
12by s21) 69 72 110

by 0.20 0.24 0.33
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The computed median values of the exponent bm are

more or less the same for unrimed and rimed particles

but increase noticeably for graupel. The earlier stud-

ies, for example, Locatelli and Hobbs (1974), show the

exponent to be higher for rimed particles. Based on the

conceptional study of Heymsfield (1982), at the early

stages of riming, the diameter size is not increasing as

the water droplets accrete to the spaces between

crystal branches. As the particle reaches the graupel

stage, riming also increases D. This assumption is ap-

plied, for example, in the parameterization of the

cloudmicrophysics scheme byMorrison andMilbrandt

(2015). Erfani and Mitchell (2017) showed that, on the

basis of their dataset, the exponent values are similar

for unrimed and rimed particles, which is in line with

the results of our study.

1) EVENT ON 21–22 FEBRUARY: RAPID

TRANSITION FROM RIMING TO AGGREGATION

To illustrate the findings of this study, twodifferent cases

are selected to show the changes in m(D). The summary

image of the event that took place on 21–22 February is

shown in Fig. 6. This snow event is an example of a case in

which both riming and aggregation processes are present.

The strongest accumulation is occurring between 2300 and

0000 UTC, when large aggregates are observed (Kneifel

et al. 2015). This can be seen in Fig. 6 as am, bm, and LWP

decrease while median volume diameter Ddeq,0 increases.

During this time period the exponent bm ranged between

1.9 and 2.16; during the rest of the event it is closer to 2.5,

with maximum values occurring at 2200 UTC coinciding

with the peak in LWP. In the previous section it was

FIG. 6. Summary time series of the event on 21–22 Feb: (top) accumulated LWE de-

rived from the mass estimate and velocity fit of PIP (colored solid line) and measured

with a Pluvio2 gauge (black solid line), factors (second from top) am and (third from top)

bm of the m(D) relation, (third from bottom) intercept parameter N0 of exponential

mean PSD of 5 min, (second from bottom) median volume diameter of the exponential

mean PSD of 5 min as a function of Ddeq, and (bottom) LWP measured with a two-

channel radiometer.
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discussed that the exponent bm is independent of riming

and only starts to increase at the graupel stage of particle

growth. The increased values of bm during this event in-

dicate graupel formation, and small graupel-like particles

are observed in the PIP videos, example images of which

can be found in (Kneifel et al. 2015). Themean am for the

whole event is approximately 0.025g cm2bm , although

during the aggregation time period it drops to an average

of 0.006g cm2bm . The same features can be seen in

the vertically profiling Ka-band radar observations in

Fig. 7. An increase in reflectivity-weighted fall veloci-

ties indicates the possibility of riming. The highest pre-

cipitation intensity took place during the aggregation

time period. This can be seen as increased values of re-

flectivity factor between 2300 UTC 21 February and

0000 UTC 22 February.

2) EVENT ON 18 MARCH: AGGREGATION

The summary image of this case is shown in Fig. 8.

This event has two precipitation periods, one at

0500–1200UTCand the other at 1400–1900UTC; between

those periods snowfall ceased almost completely. The

snow particle type seems to be fairly constant during both

time periods, which is why this case is classified as one

event. The overall level of the prefactor am is

0.0042gcm2bm ; during the morning period the mean ex-

ponent ofm(D) is 2.04, and in the afternoon it is 2.12. Also

the values of Ddeq,0 are relatively high, reaching a maxi-

mum of 5.8mm, which indicates the presence of large ag-

gregates. The values of LWP are actually very high during

the morning precipitation period, indicating possible rim-

ing. Because the particle sizes are large during that time,

the relative increase of the mass due to collection of su-

percooledwater droplets on ice particles is small.Hence an

increase in the prefactors of the y(D) and m(D) relations

as a result of riming is not observed.

c. Event-average Ze–S relations

The equivalent reflectivity factor Ze [Eq. (10)] and

the precipitation rate S [Eq. (8)] are calculated every

FIG. 7. (a) Reflectivity factor and (b) reflectivity-weighted fall velocity of AMF2 Ka-band ARM zenith radar

(KAZR) on 21–22 Feb.
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5min for all studied events. The prefactor azs and ex-

ponent bzs of Ze–S are computed by applying the total

least squares method (Petras and Bednarova 2010) and

are given in Table 3. The total least squares method is

applied because it considers errors in both variables Ze

and S (Lee and Zawadzki 2005). For the two example

events described above, the scatterplot of Ze versus S

and the derived power-law fits are shown in Fig. 9. The

derived Ze–S relations are checked by applying them

to PPI scans from the Ikaalinen C-band weather

radar, and the estimated accumulated LWE is com-

pared with the measurements by the FMI operational

gauges. Accumulation maps are shown in Fig. 10. The

vertical trends can be significant in snowfall, as can be

observed, for example, in Fig. 7, and changes in re-

flectivity factor aloft can result in a discrepancy in the

observed S and a bias in the calculated accumulation on

the ground. The PPI scan of lowest elevation angle is

used to measure as close to the ground as possible, but

nevertheless the uncertainty of the estimated S in-

creases with the distance from the radar.

On 21–22 February the precipitation rate and par-

ticle type are varying. The highest accumulation oc-

curs between 2300 and 0000 UTC. During this time

period, the prevailing observed particle type (aggre-

gates) differs from the otherwise observed ones

throughout the snow event. Because of this behavior,

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6, but for 18 Mar.

TABLE 3. The prefactors and exponents of the Ze 5 azsS
bzs re-

lation during BAECC SNEX 2014, with Ze in millimeters to the

sixth power per meter cubed and S in millimeters per hour.

Date (UTC) azs bzs

2100 31 Jan–0600 1 Feb 52.5 1.29

1000–1600 1 Feb 143.4 1.41

1600–1900 2 Feb 102.3 1.19

0400–0900 12 Feb 160.0 1.65

2100 15 Feb–0200 16 Feb 114.3 1.32

1600 21 Feb–0330 22 Feb 146.5 1.30

0500–0700 15 Mar 143.2 1.44

0800–1900 18 Mar 290.9 1.41

0000–2000 19 Mar 781.8 1.52

1600–2350 20 Mar 87.3 1.61
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the average Ze–S relation for the whole event over-

estimates the accumulation. The accumulation is ac-

curately estimated over Hyytiälä (the solid black dot

in the east with value of 5.1mm), however. On that

day the weather front was approaching southern Fin-

land from the southwest and the heavier precipitation

covered the inspected region before it reached Hyytiälä at
2300. Hence the factors that were defined on the basis of

the measurements and retrievals at the Hyytiälä site are

not valid for the surrounding area. If compared with LWE

accumulation estimated with FMI operational factors, the

overestimation is even bigger, except in the region of

the strongest accumulation. To study this result, another

Ze–S fit is performed for this event, taking only the data

points that correspond to the highest accumulation

(shown in Fig. 9). The resulting accumulation map is

given in Fig. 11. As expected, this estimate gives a

better result.

On 18 March the derived factors estimate well the

accumulated LWE, because the variability both in snow

type as well as in precipitation intensity is smaller. The

FMI operational factors clearly overestimate the accu-

mulation for this event.

To compare the performance of the radar-

estimated precipitation accumulation with gauge

measurements for all of the events, a density scatter-

plot of the hourly accumulations is presented in

Fig. 12. A comparison of the total event accumulation

is shown in Fig. 13. The root-mean-square error

(RMSE) and coefficient of determination r2 are de-

fined for both analyses. For comparison, the results of

applying the FMI operational factors are also plotted.

For the hourly accumulations in Fig. 12, use of the

case-specific BAECC SNEX factors yields the stron-

ger correlation, with a notably higher value of r2;

nevertheless, the RMSE is smaller when utilizing the

FMI operational relation. There is actually an over-

estimation of the hourly accumulations when applying

the SNEX relations, especially for the events with

higher precipitation rate. The results of total LWE

accumulations for each event that are given in Fig. 13

show similar trends. The case-specific SNEX relations

perform better than the FMI relation both in terms of

correlation and RMSE. The discrepancy between the

radar-estimated accumulation and gauge measure-

ments, both with the hourly and the eventwise total

precipitation, largely originates from the snow events

of 31 January–1 February and 21–22 February, both of

which are the cases with large variations in m(D) and

Ze–S relations.

While performing the intercomparison with gauges,

the measurement errors of the gauges must also be

considered; for example, they are known to undercatch

snowfall because of the wind (Rasmussen et al. 2012).

These errors might explain the bias of the radar-based

estimates. In a similar way, in Huang et al. (2015) the

bias of the radar-based daily accumulation against

gauge measurements was close to 30%, when event-

wise Ze–S relations obtained from 2DVD data were

applied.

A general Ze–S relation is defined including all of the

5-min values from all studied snowfall events (Fig. 14).

The large variability of values for the fit is noticeable.

For the prefactor azs, the error limits with percentiles of

5% and 95% are determined while constraining expo-

nent bzs to a constant value of 1.23.

d. Instantaneous Ze–S relations and their dependence
on PSD and microphysical parameters

As discussed in the previous section, changes in mi-

crophysical snow growth processes during a snowstorm

FIG. 9. Scatterplots of Ze vs S with the power-law fit (solid black

line) using the total least squares method on snow events of (a) 21–

22 Feb and (b) 18 Mar. In (a), another fit (gray solid line) is per-

formed that takes into account only observations during the highest

accumulation (data points marked with gray diamonds).
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result in variability in coefficients of Ze–S relation.

There is also a large variance in Ze–S between the

storms, as shown in Table 3, and for reference some of

the factor values presented in the literature are given in

Table 4. Note that the prefactor of the relation is very

different depending on whether it is described as a

function of a melted diameter or as an equivalent

spherical ice particle diameter (as in this study); the

conversion from (Smith 1984) is presented and used in

Table 4. In the past decades, several studies have been

dedicated to this topic, and it has been stated that the

values of azs and bzs depend on different parameters,

such as the crystal type, degree of riming and aggre-

gation, density, and terminal velocity (Rasmussen et al.

2003). In their theoretical analysis, Rasmussen et al.

(2003) showed the dependence of the prefactor azs to

particle size distribution through the intercept pa-

rameterN0, and they have derived two relations for dry

and wet/dense snow. In their study, the exponent bzs is

the same for both relations and the difference in pre-

factor is determined by the different density–size

relations.

Here we present a similar theoretical analysis to study

in more detail the parameters that influence the Ze–S

FIG. 10. The accumulation maps of the definedZe–S factors applied with Ikaalinen radar scans in comparison with the operational FMI

factors for snow events on (a),(b) 21–22 Feb and (c),(d) 18 Mar for (left) case-specified factors and (right) FMI operational factors. Solid

black dots are locations of the automatic FMI gauges, and the numbers indicate the accumulated LWE measured with the gauges (mm).

The color bar shows the values of the estimated accumulated LWE with the radar.
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relation. The derived relations can be treated as in-

stantaneous relations because during precipitation

events the input parameters change. This is also the

reason why the derived relations here differ from the

ones presented in Tables 3 and 4. Assuming gamma PSD

in the form of N(D) 5 N0D
m exp(2LD) and rewriting

the equivalent reflectivity factor in Eq. (10),Ze becomes
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and the precipitation rate Eq. (8) can be expressed as
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The difference from Eqs. (8) and (10) is that the in-

tegrals are infinite for obtaining the analytical solu-

tion of the gamma function. Here a dependence of the

Ze–S relation on different parameters is studied and

the impact of the truncation is not considered. By

combining Eqs. (12) and (13), the relation between Ze

and S can be given as

Z
e
5F

Ze
F
[2(2bm1m11/bm1

by1m11)]

S S
2bm1m11/bm

1by1m11

5 a
zs
Sbzs . (14)

As can be seen, the exponent of Ze–S depends on the

exponent terms of them(D) and y(D) relations and PSD

shape parameter m. Assuming that the PSD follows the

exponential functional form (m 5 0) and choosing a

FIG. 11. The accumulation map utilizing the fitted Ze–S factors

for the time period of the maximum precipitation rate over Hyytiälä
applied with Ikaalinen radar scans on 21–22 Feb.

FIG. 12. The scatterplot of the hourly accumulation measured by

the operational gauges of FMI with respect to estimated accumu-

lation from the Ikaalinen radar PPI scans with Ze–S relation of

(a) case-specific SNEX factors shown in Table 3 and (b) FMI op-

erational factors azs 5 100.0 and bzs 5 2.0.
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typical value for aggregates bm 5 2 and constant velocity

(by 5 0), the value of bzs5 5/3 is derived. This is the value

reported by Rasmussen et al. (2003). For an exponential

PSD, the bzs values seem to be around 1.5–1.7, depending

on values of bm and by. Using the mean values of the

BAECC SNEX cases (bm 5 2.11 and by 5 0.25), the

value of bzs 5 1.55 is found. It is also close to the value

of 1.59 presented by Bukovcic et al. (2015). Tiira et al.

(2016) presented a normalized histogram of values

of m during snow cases for the winter of 2014/15 in

Hyytiälä. It was found that m ranged from 20.9 to 3.

Using these values, the bzs values are found to vary be-

tween 1.76 and 1.29.

The dependence of prefactor azs on microphysical

parameters is more complex; it is a function of all pa-

rameters of m(D), y(D), and N(D) relations [Eq. (14)].

Using the mean values found from BAECC 2014 cases,

the azs is proportional to N20:55
0 . This dependence of azs

on N0 is similar to the ones found in Rasmussen et al.

(2003) and Bukovcic et al. (2015).

In this study the N0 dependence is also investigated

experimentally and is depicted in Fig. 15. The exponent

bzs is computed for every 5min with Eq. (14), assuming

m 5 0. Huang et al. (2015) showed that the different

factors ofZe–S have dependence on LWP. The LWP is a

proxy for riming and therefore is related to the changes

in am and ay, and thereby also in azs. The relation be-

tween azs, N0, and LWP is shown in Fig. 15. The studied

cases are divided into groups on the basis of the selected

Dmax,obs2Dmax,true correction factor, which is related to

the prevailing particle shape. For each group, the fits

for azs as a function of log10(N0) are performed sepa-

rately with the total least squared method (Petras and

Bednarova 2010). The computed exponent values of N0

vary between 20.64 and 20.50. The dependence of azs
on N0 is strong, especially during periods with low pre-

cipitation rate. This result explains, for example, the azs
value of 781.8 found for the 19March event, because the

accumulation during the whole event (0000–2000 UTC)

was only close to 1.5mm.

The prefactor azs also depends on riming. For exam-

ple, for the snow events on 18 and 19 March, there was

very little riming during the event and particle type was

categorized as low-density aggregates. TheN0 exponent

is20.64 (Fig. 15). In contrast, the lighter-blue solid line,

which corresponds to the 21–22 February event, is no-

ticeably lower than the other lines. The N0 exponent

is 20.50. This is the event during BAECC SNEX with

the highest LWP values and in which for most of the

time the particles were moderately or heavily rimed.

To separate the effects of riming and change in N0, a

partial correlation analysis was carried out. The partial

correlations of log values of azs, LWP, and N0 were

computed. It was found that the partial correlation be-

tween log10(azs) and log10(N0), while controlling for

log10(LWP), is 20.97 and that between log10(azs) and

log10(LWP), while controlling for log10(N0), is 20.46.

FIG. 13. The scatterplot of the event accumulation (events are

shown with the symbols that were defined in Fig. 4) measured by

the operational gauges of FMI with respect to estimated accumu-

lation from the Ikaalinen radar PPI scans with Ze–S relation of

(a) case-specific SNEX factors and (b) FMI operational factors.
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This analysis indicates that the prefactor of Ze–S de-

pends more on N0 than on log10(LWP) or degree

of riming.

The dependence of the prefactor azs on LWP esti-

mated as azs/N
bN0

0 and presented as a function of the

measured mean LWP is shown in Fig. 16. The exponent

bN0
can be written as bN0

5 12 (2bm 1 1)/(bm 1 by 1 1)

assuming the exponential PSD. The resulting scatterplot

shows that azs and LWP are related, but the relation is

not very strong. The LWP data are noisy, but the fitted

exponent describing the dependence of the prefactor azs
on LWP is 20.21. Assuming that bN0

is 20.55, with the

average value of all SNEX cases, the relation shown in

Fig. 16 seems to estimate azs well; the correlation co-

efficient is 0.93 as presented in Fig. 17.

5. Conclusions

The connection between microphysical properties of

snow and radar observations is demonstrated by studying

the snowfall events recorded during the BAECC cam-

paign that took place in southern Finland. The key

instruments employed in this study are the video dis-

drometer, Particle Imaging Package, and weighing

precipitation gauge. These instruments are used to re-

trieve time series of microphysical parameters of falling

snow. The snowflake m(D) relations are estimated on

temporal scales of several minutes by applying the hy-

drodynamic theory to PIP observations of particle size

and fall velocity. Because PIP observes falling hydro-

meteors from a side, the errors associated with the

observation geometry and the measured particle size

distribution are addressed by devising a simple correction

procedure. The correction factor is applied to the di-

ameter, when calculating the Reynolds number. A single

factor is chosen for each snow event by comparing the

estimated accumulated precipitation with gauge mea-

surements. Note that the selected factor is not necessarily

describing only the discrepancy between true and ob-

served diameter but can also correspond to the limita-

tions ofmodeling the irregular particle as an ellipsoid, the

effect of the restricted single projection view of the par-

ticle, and truncation of the observed particle size

distribution.

In this study, it is shown how changes in the retrieved

m(D) relation correspond to transitions from one snow

growth process to another—for example, between ag-

gregation and riming. Furthermore, these can be linked

to radar and microwave radiometer observations. It is

FIG. 14. The average fit for all studied BAECC 2014 cases, with error limits defined at

percentiles of 5% and 95% and constraining exponent bzs to the value 1.23.

TABLE 4. The prefactors and exponents of the Ze 5 azsS
bzs re-

lation in the literature. Studies that are marked with an asterisk are

converted with Ze 5 0.224Z (Smith 1984).

Literature azs bzs

Gunn and Marshall (1958)* 448 2

Sekhon and Srivastava (1970)* 399 2.21

Ohtake and Hemni (1970)* 90–739 1.5–1.9

Puhakka (1975)* 235 2

Saltikoff et al. (2010) 100 2

Huang et al. (2010) 106–305 1.11–1.92

Szyrmer and Zawadzki (2010) 494 1.44

Huang et al. (2015) 130–209 1.44–1.81
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observed that the prefactor of the m(D) relation is a

dominating parameter to describe the changes in these

processes. With the observed PSDs, fitted y(D) re-

lations, and retrieved m(D) relations the time series of

the equivalent reflectivity factor Ze and precipitation

rate S are computed. For each studied event, a single

Ze–S relation is derived. The case-specific relations are

used to compare the radar-based snowfall estimates with

gauge observations. This comparison acts also as an in-

direct confirmation of the validity of them(D) retrievals.

It is shown that the prefactor azs is the main factor that

affects the radar-based snowfall estimation.

In addition to the case-specific Ze–S, instantaneous

Ze–S relations are computed using retrieved PSD and

m(D) parameters on temporal scales of few minutes. It

was shown that during a snowstorm the parameters of

the instantaneous Ze–S can vary, and these are typically

different from the case-specific Ze–S ones. This can be

clearly seen while comparing the exponents of the Ze–S.

From the analysis of the instantaneous relations it was

found that the exponent of Ze–S mainly depends on the

exponent of the m(D). Note that ranges over which the

exponents of instantaneous and case-specific relations

vary are different. The event-specific exponent of Ze–S

varies between 1.19 and 1.61 in studied events and can

be as high as 2 as reported in the literature, whereas for

the instantaneous relations the exponent varies between

1.5 and 1.7. It is foreseen that the instantaneous relations

will be used to estimate uncertainties of quantitative

precipitation estimates.

The prefactor of Ze–S, azs, mainly depends on the

intercept parameter N0 of PSD and prefactors of the

m(D) and y(D) relations. The changes in the prefactors

am and ay can be attributed to changes in microphysical

processes, such as riming. To study this, observations of

liquid water path were used as a proxy for degree of

riming. The azs values are shown to be connected to

FIG. 15. The prefactor of Ze–S as a function of the intercept parameter N0 and LWP mea-

sured with the radiometer. The data points are colored according to the 5-min mean LWP

measured with the radiometer. The fits of azs(N0) are shown separately for grouped cases. The

dark-blue line is the cases with a chosen correction factor of 0.82,the light-blue line is the 21–22

Feb case with a correction factor of 0.82 and also observations of graupel, the yellow line is for

31 Jan–1 Feb, with a correction-factor value of 0.70 and a mean Ddeq,0 that is close to 1.0mm,

the green line is for 18–19 Mar, with a correction-factor value of 0.70 and a meanDdeq,0 that is

close to 2.0mm, and the red line is for 2 Feb, with a correction factor of 0.9.

FIG. 16. The dependence of prefactor azs/N
bN0

0 as function of LWP

in log scale.
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LWP. The relative importance of LWP and N0 to the

prefactor azs is also investigated. It is shown that N0 is the

main contributor to the changes in azs. The role of riming is

smaller but still noticeable. A parameterization expressing

azs as a function N0 and LWP was also derived.

It is shown that quantitative precipitation estimation

can be improved by using adjustable Ze–S relations. In

Rasmussen et al. (2003) an algorithm for adaptive Ze–S

is demonstrated in which the exponent bzs was changing

between fixed values for rain and snow and the prefactor

azs was adjusted with gauge comparison.

Because of the strong dependence of the prefactor azs
onN0, the adaption should be based onN0 or parameters

related to the particle size distribution. With current

routinely recorded meteorological data or with single-

frequency radar measurements, there unfortunately is

no established procedure to retrieve these parameters.

An operational network of disdrometers (e.g., Parsivels)

with the necessary spatial resolution could be utilized to

scale the prefactor.With low precipitation intensity, also

the prefactor of them(D) relation can explain partly the

different values of the prefactor azs. In recent years,

advances have been taken to retrieve the snow type from

polarimetric radar measurements (e.g., Kennedy and

Rutledge 2011; Bechini et al. 2013; Moisseev et al. 2015;

Thompson et al. 2014; Grazioli et al. 2015). By identi-

fying the snow type from the radar measurements, the

prefactor could be changed accordingly. For single-

polarization radar measurements, an averaged relation

can be defined as was shown in Fig. 14, and the error

limits can be utilized for probabilistic nowcasting of

snowfall precipitation rate.
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